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General Comment

I am Marianna Touloumes and I am commenting on the Betsy Devos' Proposed Title IX Rule Revisions 
because I am a student survivor and am truly concerned by these proposed changes. I am a sophomore at 
Chatham University and am in student government, I also was on the softball team for a year and half. 

In particular I am concerned about the rule saying that survivors must talk to specific employees and if they 
do not go to the certain employees about what they went through, then the school does not have to take action 
on the issue. If this is enacted then it can be very difficult for survivors to get the help and justice that they 
deserve. Being able to talk to someone that one is comfortable with is very important, and by adding these 
unnecessary obstacles it makes it very difficult for victims to receive the help they need. 
Another rule I would like to address is the one that allows the rapist to choose who the cross examiner will be. 
By giving this choice to the rapist themselves, it opens up so many doors to pick family members, friends, etc. 
who could make the victim feel very uncomfortable and intimidated while saying what happened to them. The 
experience is already traumatic, and to have someone interrogate them that may not be a lawyer is very 
unprofessional. The suffering the survivor is already going through is truly traumatic and to be put through 
even more in an unprofessional setting is demeaning in so many ways. 

If enacted this proposal will affect so many victims, survivors, and the public in general in an extremely bad 
way. It will harm students everywhere as well as society in the long run. This proposal opens doors for 
schools and people to look down upon women and sexual assault victims. It truly makes our country move 
backwards in terms of fighting for justice and demeans human rights.
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For the foregoing reasons, these sections of the rule should be struck and I urge you and your colleagues to 
withdraw this proposal. 
http://www.ewhat.net
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